G.D Goenka International School, Rohtak
Holiday Homework (June- 2018)
Grade-2
A. Mathematics
1) Write and learn Tables from 2 to 6 in Maths notebook.
2) Write and learn Ordinal Numbers from 21st TO 40th.
3) Write and learn Number Name from 50 to 80.
4) Do the given worksheets. (10)

B. E.V.S
1) Paste the pictures of different body parts (External and Internal Body parts) in a scrap
book. Write their functions also.
2) Paste Family pictures of having fun together during summer vacations in a scrap
book.
3) Paste pictures of different exercises necessary to keep our body fit and healthy.
4) Paste pictures of different food groups in scrap book.
5) Read chapters 5 and 6.
6) Do the given worksheets. (10)

C. English
1) Do the given worksheets. (10)
2) Write Myself and paste your photograph in English Notebook.
3) Write 5 Lines on “My School” in English Notebook.
4) Do cursive Handwriting from Page 8 to 17.

D. Hindi
1)

E. Activity
1) Read the story- “Snow white and the seven dwarfs”
- “Four Friends”
2) Draw pictures of both the stories in the drawing file.

F. Drawing Activity: Creative Corner
1) Patterned Pot: Complete the patterns on the pot and colour it.
2) Chicks: Colour the chick using crayons and paste googly eyes on it. Collect some
grass from the near park and paste on the nest.
3) Bird: Take an old newspaper or magazine. Draw pencil sketch of a bird on it. Colour
the bird using water colours.
4) Tortoise: Colour the tortoise using crayons and paste bindies on it.
5) Paper Pinwheel: Follow the steps to make pinwheel.






Take a square sheet of paper.
Fold the paper in half along its diagonal.make the crease and unfold.
Cut along the diagonal crease.Cut such that you stop an inch before the center
point of paper.
With a board pin hold the flaps at the center.
Now attach the board pin to the rubber end of the pencil.

